
 

 

The	Boite	presents	their	2016	Whitehorse	Matsudo	Week	concert:	

The	Way	of	the	Flower:	Stillness	in	a	World	Gone	Mad	
finding	our	place	within	nature,	through	ikebana,	music	and	poetry	

	
Shoso	Shimbo	–	ikebana	
Brandon	Lee	–	koto	
Anne	Norman	–	shakuhachi,	poetry	

 
A Larrikin Cacophony    by Anne Norman 2015 
A poem inspired by a sojourn on Flinders Island in 2014, wandering through Mt Strzelecki National Park. 
Field recording by Andrew Skeoch and Sarah Koschak of Listening Earth. 
 

Futatsu no Hensōkyoku  二つの変奏曲  by Tadao Sawai 1971 
A solo composed by the father of modern koto, featuring beautiful variations on two of Japan’s most famous 
songs: Sakura Sakura (cherry blossoms) and Kōjo no Tsuki (Moon over the ruins).  
 

RAIN now and then   夏時雨   by Anne Norman 2011 
A shakuhachi solo written at home in Mornington watching rain gently falling on my thirsty garden.  

“… a weaving spider keenly watches bees hovering from one flower to the next… 
after years of bucketed bathwater the garden laughs as rain resumes its gift… 

heavy foliage bows in gratitude in a world suffused by liquid particles of golden light” 
 

Sanka   賛歌   Song of Praise   by Tadao Sawai 1978 
A koto solo with the lyrical nature of a song in praise of the beauty of nature and a love of humanity. 
“Experience of the sublime within oneself overflows into dreams… and poems and music come forth” Sawai 
 

Standing by the Fresnel Lens   by Anne Norman 2015 
Like most lighthouses, the one at Point Lonsdale is not normally open to poets and musicians. An 
opportunity to spend a few days within this resonant “lightflute” was made possible last autumn by my 
photographer friend, Jarrah Wadsworth. Tonight, my poetry is accompanied by Jarrah’s beautiful images and 
interspersed by elements of Whispered Shadows performed on bass koto and shakuhachi.  NB. The lens that 
amplifies the light far out to sea was invented by French physicist Augustin-Jean Fresnel (1788–1827).  
 

INTERVAL 
 

Evening Cantillations  poem & music by Anne Norman 2016 
Due to forest clearing, the number of currawongs on King Island are in decline, but they still thrive on 
Flinders Island where this poem was started in 2014. It was finished this summer along with a short piece of 
music for 1.3 shakuhachi, violin and viola. Tonight it is performed on koto and 1.3 (piccolo) shakuhachi. 
俳句：	けても	 けてもあり	 水の月     ~~   聴秋 

Shingetsu   心月  Heart Moon  traditional honkyoku Zen meditation  
A slow and peaceful meditation from the Watazumi Dōkyoku repertoire. Shin = heart/ mind/ spirit. Getsu = 
moon; also a symbol for enlightenment. In Japanese poetry, the moon is a seasonal indicator of autumn when 
the days become shorter and the evenings are still warm enough to stay outside and enjoy the night sky. 
Anne plays this piece on 2.4 shakuhachi. 
 

Sculpture Park  poem by Anne Norman 2016 
I spent six days this autumn camping in the Tarkine region of NW Tasmania, in a forest burnt by lightening 
strike. While unburnt forests had small orchids sprouting from the trunks of ancient myrtles, there were no 
flowers where I camped. Yet, in only a few days, I witnessed the forest shooting forth green fronds of hope.
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A Letter From a Stranger’s Childhood  by Robin Williamson 1987 
A solo for bass koto by English composer, Robin Williamson. A chordal piece performed with no picks, 
producing a soft and beautiful tone.	
 

No two flowers are identical	 	 by Anne Norman 2014 
An excerpt from Whispered Shadows. On my 2015 concert tour of Japan, this piece gained Japanese lyrics:  

骨葉石響貝種羽小枝  - a bone, a leaf, a stone, an echo, a shell, a seed, a twig, a feather… 

和歌：	つまごとの	 律のしらべに	 かよひきて	 おもしろき	 軒の松風     ~~ 蓮月 

Kaze no Uta   風の歌   Song of the Wind   by Tadao Sawai 1970 
Traditional Japanese art and music are an expression of human experience and response to nature. Nature is 
not merely pretty, but also rough, unpolished, even violent. Kaze no Uta is for koto and 2.0 shakuhachi. 
 

Ikebana 生花	means "to bring flowers to life". Flowers in the fields are alive and in 
harmony with nature, but once they are cut, separated from nature, they are dying 
biologically as well as symbolically. An ikebana artist’s job is to give the dying flowers 
new life. This can't be achieved by simply copying nature. Through a wholistic 
engagement with the flower, the Ikebana practitioner tries to access the essential life 
force of the flowers on many levels, physically, psychologically and spiritually. This 
collaborative process with nature is always thrilling and healing. In this performance I 
would like to share with the audience the meditative process of creating the work as much 
as the end product.   Shoso 

	

Shoso	Shimbo:		Ikebana	
Shoso	Shimbo,	PhD,	is	a	certified	teacher	of	Ikebana	with	over	20	years	experience.	He	studied	under	the	
late	Sogetsu	Head	Master,	Hiroshi	Teshigahara.	A	common	theme	through	many	of	his	works	 is	harmony	
with	 nature's	 organic	 order	 and	 the	 relationship	 between	man	 and	 nature,	 where	man	 is	 a	 part	 of	 the	
natural	order	rather	than	the	owner	of	 it.	Shoso	was	selected	by	Belle	magazine	as	one	of	six	“Australia’s	
top	floral	designers”	and	has	won	multiple	awards.	His	work	was	twice	selected	for	the	prestigious	Belgian	
publication,	 International	 Floral	 Art.	 His	 sculptural	 works	 have	 featured	 in	 major	 contemporary	 art	
exhibitions	 including	 the	Toyota	 Sculpture	Exhibition	and	 the	New	Wave	Art	 Festival	 at	 the	NGV.	Recent	
commissions	 include	 a	 public	 work	 of	 art	 for	 the	 Archibald	 Award	 Exhibition	 2015	 at	 the	 Art	 Gallery	 of	
Ballarat.	 Shoso	 is	 a	 director	 of	 the	 International	 Society	 of	 Ikebana	 Studies;	 floral	 art	 director	 of	
Mondopiero;	and	teaches	Japanese	Aesthetics	at	RMIT.			http://shoso.com.au		
	

Brandon	Lee:		Koto	
Born	in	Malaysia,	Brandon	started	learning	the	koto	when	he	attended	Melbourne	University.	His	teachers	
include	Miyama	Mcqueen	Tokita,	Satsuki	Odamura	in	Sydney,	and	Kazue	Sawai	 in	Tokyo.	He	has	acquired	
both	contemporary	and	classical	repertoire	for	the	13-string	koto	and	also	plays	the	modern	17-string	bass	
koto.	 In	 2011,	 he	 ranked	 second	 among	 all	 candidates	 in	 Japan	 for	 the	 Sawai	 Koto	 School’s	 instructor’s	
examination.	Brandon	is	now	based	in	Melbourne	where	he	teaches	and	performs.	He	recently	graduated	
with	a	Masters	of	Music	from	Monash	University.			http://brandonleekoto.com.au	
	

Anne	Norman:		Shakuhachi	and	eco-poetry		
Anne	is	a	shakuhachi	(bamboo	flute)	performer,	improviser	and	composer	and	has	worked	as	soloist	and	in	
collaboration	with	a	diverse	range	of	artists.	From	traditional	and	contemporary	 Japanese,	European	and	
Australian	 art	 music,	 to	 cross-over	 world	 fusion	 and	 free-form	 impro	 with	musicians	 of	 various	 cultural	
heritages,	Anne	also	 collaborates	with	 visual	 artists,	 dancers	 and	actors,	 and	has	performed	 in	Australia,	
Japan,	America	and	Europe.	In	recent	years	Anne	has	been	writing	eco-poetry,	incorporating	spoken	word	
into	her	music	and	recitals.	 	She	studied	shakuhachi	at	the	Tokyo	University	of	the	Arts	and	studied	three	
lineages	 of	 shakuhachi	 music	 from	 Nakamura	 Shindo,	 Tajima	 Tadashi	 and	 the	 late	 “Living	 National	
Treasure”	 Yamaguchi	 Goro.	 She	 also	 has	 a	 B.Mus	 on	 flute	 (Melb	 Uni)	 and	 an	 MA	 in	 Ethnomusicology	
(Monash).						Musician:		http://annenorman.com				Poet:		http://annenorman.wordpress.com		

Programme	notes	©AnneMNorman	


